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ABSTRACT

Fan noise reduction technologies developed as part of the engine noise reduction element of the Advanced Subsonic Technology Program are reviewed. Developments in low-noise fan stage design, swept and leaned outlet guide vanes, active noise control, fan flow management, and scarfed inlet are discussed. In each case, a description of the method is presented and, where available, representative results and general conclusions are discussed. The review concludes with a summary of the accomplishments of the AST-sponsored fan noise reduction research and a few thoughts on future work.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of high bypass ratio turbofan engines, the fan has become a major source of modern commercial aircraft propulsion noise. In fact, engine system noise studies [1] indicate that, at both takeoff and approach operations the fan noise tends to dominate the engine total flyover noise signature even when noise suppression due to acoustic liners is included (see Fig. 1). The anticipated growth in the engine bypass ratio is likely to increase the importance of the fan noise even further. Therefore, any significant reduction in the level of noise produced by modern aircraft power plants must include provisions for controlling and reducing the fan noise.

The early work in the area of fan noise reduction developed along two distinct lines: (1) noise source control and (2) noise level reduction. Examples of source control methods include, blade-vane count selections to achieve "cut-off" of the rotor-stator interaction tone noise caused by the fan wakes impinging on the core inlet and bypass outlet guide vanes, rotor-stator spacing optimization to weaken the impinging wakes, clean inlet designs to minimize inflow distortions ingested by the fan, and minimizing the potential pressure fields from engine struts and pylons in which the fan has to operate. The noise reduction methods on the other hand have mainly involved the use of inlet and exhaust fan duct acoustic liners to absorb the noise radiated by the various fan sources. However, while, for the most part, these methods have proven effective, they have also tended to suffer from inherent limitations. For example, the cut-off method is primarily used to eliminate rotor-stator tone noise at the blade passing frequency (BPF), since the blade-vane counts required for cutting off the higher harmonics of the BPF are usually not practical. Similarly, the rotor-stator spacing optimization method is always constrained by the size and weight penalties associated with increasing the engine length. As for the

Figure 1. Representative high bypass ratio turbofan engine flyover noise levels on a component basis. Figure reproduced from Ref. 1.
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liners, their effectiveness is likely to diminish as engine bypass ratio is increased. This is mainly due to the fact that an increase in the bypass ratio is usually accompanied by a decrease in the nacelle length and thickness and, hence, a decrease in the available treatment area [2]. Less treatment area means less noise reduction benefits from liners.

To circumvent these limitations and develop new noise reduction technologies, NASA in partnership with the FAA and the U.S. aerospace industry began a comprehensive program of aircraft noise reduction studies in 1992. These efforts were undertaken as part of the Advanced Subsonic Technology Noise Reduction Program and included both airframe and engine noise reduction research. Specifically, the engine noise reduction element called for 6 EPNdB (Effective Perceived Noise dBA) reduction in the level of the engine system source noise relative to 1992 technology by the end of the last decade [3].

The engine noise element of the Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) program included work on reducing both the fan and jet associated noise. The fan noise reduction portion itself was comprised of research in such areas as low-noise fan stage design, swept and leaned outlet guide vanes, active noise control, fan flow management, scarfed inlets, and advanced liners. In this paper we shall summarize these efforts and provide representative results. One notable exception is that we will not touch upon the acoustic liners which saw significant development under the AST program. This is an extensive area deserving of a separate review. Furthermore, since this review will focus on the AST work exclusively, it will also not include the research that was conducted outside of the purview of the AST program or that which was carried out in Europe or Japan during the same time period.

In what follows, the various noise reduction techniques will be listed in no particular order. In each case, a description of the method and its underlying principles will be presented. Where final assessments have been completed, a discussion of the relevant results, issues and conclusions will also be presented. Highlights from several efforts that were initiated under the AST engine noise reduction program but have not yet been fully assessed will also be included. The paper will conclude with a summary of current accomplishments and a few thoughts on future work.

**FAN NOISE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES**

**Advanced Ducted Propulsor**

Incorporating all of the proven fan noise reduction technologies of the time, Pratt and Whitney designed and built [4] a scale model fan stage known as the Advanced Ducted Propulsor (ADP), shown in Fig. 2, to demonstrate the feasibility of a propulsion system capable of meeting the AST noise reduction goal of 6 EPNdB.

![Figure 2. The Advanced Ducted Propulsor fan. Pictured is one of the 22" variants of the concept called Fan 1 shown installed in the NASA 9'x15' wind tunnel.](image)

The ADP, which is built around a low tip-speed variable-pitch fan, features large rotor-stator spacing and cut-off vane counts for both the bypass and core stators. The design also takes advantage of advanced liners in the inlet, mid-stage and exhaust sections of the fan duct to further mitigate the noise (see Fig. 3). While finalized system noise studies are not yet available, results from a number of NASA wind tunnel tests (see, for example, Refs. 5 and 6) indicate that the ADP is likely to fulfill its original design goal of meeting or exceeding the AST engine noise reduction target. Of course, the ADP represents a departure from the conventional cycle design and it remains to be seen whether it will be embraced by the industry.

![Figure 3. Acoustic liner locations inside the ADP fan duct.](image)

† Estimates based on the \((V_{tip})^8\) rule suggest substantial noise benefits from lowering the fan tip speed significantly.
Outlet Guide Vane Sweep and Lean

One of the great success stories of the AST engine noise reduction program has to be the proof that guide vane sweep and lean\(^2\) is an effective means of reducing fan noise. Starting in the early '70s, several studies had hinted at the potential acoustic benefits of stator vane sweep and lean for reducing fan tone noise [7-11], but it wasn’t until the AST program that the effectiveness of vane sweep and lean was convincingly demonstrated.

In a NASA/Allison wind tunnel test [12], farfield radiated noise levels produced by four aerodynamically equivalent outlet guide vane (OGV) configurations [13] were measured. The configurations included: a radial OGV (see Fig. 4a), the radial OGV but with increased rotor-stator axial spacing (see Fig. 4b), a 30-degree swept OGV (see Fig. 4c), and a combination 30-degree swept and 30-degree leaned OGV (see Fig. 4d). The radial stator, representing the standard OGV design practice, served as the baseline against which the acoustic performance of the swept and leaned stator could be compared. The radial stator in the "aft" position was included to isolate noise reductions due to increased spacing that are realized when sweep is introduced, and the swept-only stator was included in an attempt to separate the sweep effects from those due to lean.

The test showed significant tone noise reductions with a swept and leaned OGV as illustrated by the 2BPF directivity results shown in Fig. 5. In this plot the noise benefits (i.e., tone level attenuations) are plotted relative to the radial OGV noise levels (a positive number is benefit) at both the approach and takeoff conditions. The swept and leaned stator shows significant noise benefits for all angles with reductions on the order of 5dB in the inlet quadrant and over 10dB in the exhaust quadrant at both conditions. On an EPNdB basis the results are equally impressive (see Fig. 6) showing more than 3 EPNdB noise reductions over the entire range of fan tip speeds for the swept and leaned OGV compared with the radial OGV in its nominal (forward) position.

The test results also indicate that the swept and leaned stator is quieter even when compared with the radial stator in the aft position. This suggests that the effectiveness of sweep and lean is not solely due to the additional viscous wake decay that is realized through the increased rotor-stator spacing for the swept and leaned stator as compared with the radial stator in its

\(^2\) Sweep is the axial and lean the circumferential displacement of the vane leading edge from its radial position.
Active Noise Control

Motivated by the idea that a given acoustic field can be cancelled by another acoustic field of equal amplitude but opposite phase, a number of studies were carried out to determine the feasibility of active control of fan noise. Owing to the complicated nature of the noise field inside a fan duct, all of these "first-generation" techniques were aimed at canceling only fan noise with well-defined modal qualities. For this reason a dedicated active noise control fan (ANCF) rig was designed and built as the testbed for assessing these techniques. The 4-foot diameter fan, shown in Fig. 8, has the unique capability for generating specific rotor-stator interaction mode or modes at frequencies similar to those produced by large turbofan engines. At the same time, the rig can also accommodate a wide variety of active noise control systems. Despite their variety, however, each of the active noise control

---

Figure 5. 2BPF sideline directivities showing noise reductions relative to the baseline stator (radial OGV in its nominal forward position). Benefits shown for (a) approach condition and (b) for takeoff condition. Figure reproduced from Ref. 12.

Figure 6. Sideline EPNL for fictitious twin-engine aircraft and flight path. Maximum relative noise levels on a 2000 ft sideline are shown. Figure reproduced from Ref. 12.

Figure 7. Schematic of the kinematic relationship between fan wakes and stator vanes. On the left, the picture depicts a typical relationship for a radial stator and on the right, for a swept and leaned stator. There are more wake/vane intersections for the swept and leaned stator. Figure reproduced from Ref. 14.

---

One unexpected result was the apparent acoustic advantage of the swept-only stator over the swept and leaned stator for some fan tip speeds (say, 70% to 95%). A theoretical design study [15] had indicated that the combination of sweep and lean was more effective than sweep alone. Analysis of the aerodynamic performance of the OGVs showed that the swept and leaned stator had somewhat higher aerodynamic losses than had been anticipated. This suggests that an improved aerodynamic design would have probably realized the full acoustic benefits of the swept and leaned stator. Nevertheless, the test did in fact prove the potential for significant noise reductions through the use of vane sweep and lean.
Figure 8. The NASA Glenn Active Control Fan rig was the testbed for most of the active noise control experiments conducted under the AST fan noise reduction program.

concepts tested was composed of three basic elements: (1) an “actuator” array to produce the canceling acoustic field, (2) an error sensor (e.g., microphone) array to monitor the level of cancellation, and (3) a control algorithm to analyze the output from the sensor array and synthesize the appropriate input for the actuator array in a continuous self-correcting loop.

The actuator array was generally comprised of an arrangement of resonant-type drivers or conventional electromagnetic drivers (i.e., speakers). The particular arrangement of the drivers used was predicated on: (1) the number of spinning modes that had to be cancelled simultaneously, and (2) on whether local control (i.e., inlet or exhaust noise cancellation) or global control (i.e., simultaneous inlet and exhaust noise cancellation) was desired. Depending on the particular concept, there were single or multiple actuator rings in the inlet duct upstream of the fan [18, 19], or in the exhaust duct downstream of the outlet guide vanes [20], or flanking the outlet guide vanes [21, 22]. The drivers in this type of arrangements would be flush-mounted within the fan duct walls as shown by the examples in Figs. 9 and 10. A somewhat unique type of an arrangement was that involving actuators embedded within the vanes†† themselves as shown in Fig. 11. This approach is described in detail in Ref. 25.

One so-called hybrid concept was also tested which utilized both active and passive elements. The active element was an arrangement of resonant-type drivers while the passive element was a conventional liner [26]. The working principle of this concept is schematically depicted in Fig. 12. An optimized uniform (single-segment) liner (Fig. 12a) provides some attenuation commensurate with the orientation of the incident acoustic wave shown by the arrow. In a tandem two-segment liner arrangement (Fig. 12b) the first segment not only attenuates some of the incident wave, it also redirects the remaining portion toward the wall so that the second segment can more effectively attenuate the remaining energy. So, for equal treatment length, the two-segment liner system is more effective than the uniform liner. The hybrid active-passive system (Fig. 12c) improves on this scheme by allowing the system to adapt to the changes in the orientation of the original incident wave caused by the changes in the engine operation ensuring that the benefits of the passive portion are always optimized.

†† The initial concept study and development of candidate vane actuators for this work may be found in Refs. 23 and 24.
In this technique, the actuators are embedded within the profile of the stator vanes (see Ref. 25). View is from the exhaust duct looking upstream.

Figure 12. Conceptual development of the hybrid active-passive system. Performance improvements over a uniform liner (a) can be realized through the use of a tandem two-segment liner (b). The hybrid active-passive system (c) not only provides comparable performance to the two-segment liner, it also adds the capability to adapt to the changing engine environment. (See Ref. 26 for more details).

A summary of all of the AST active control tests conducted using the ANCF rig is shown in Table 1. The tests are organized in the order of increasing complexity as defined by the number of spinning modes that had to be controlled simultaneously. For each entry, the particular spinning mode(s) at which control was targeted and their relevant frequencies are tabulated. The last column indicates whether local control (inlet or exhaust) or global control (inlet and exhaust) was considered. In each case, control was applied over a range of fan speeds to assess the robustness of the system in adapting to the changes in the mode characteristics as a function of the fan rpm.

To varying degrees, every one of the active noise control tests demonstrated measurable reductions in the level of the targeted mode(s). An example of the results from one of the earliest tests is shown in Fig. 13, which depicts the reduction in the level of exhaust duct acoustic power level (PWL), denoted by the shaded area, due to the application of active noise control. The reduction is clearly significant averaging around 18 dB over the range of fan speeds tested. In an attempt to provide a summary of all of the results, average total PWL reductions versus the number of targeted modes are plotted in Fig. 14. The average is over the range of fan speeds in each case and the total is the sum of the power levels in all targeted modes (in the inlet and/or exhaust ducts). While this may be somewhat of a crude metric with which to gauge the noise reductions via active noise control, it does nonetheless serve as an indication of the potential of the active control technology in its current stage of development. In plotting the results, distinction is made between the local control in the inlet only, local control in the exhaust only, and global control in both inlet and exhaust simultaneously. For each data point, a label identifies the corresponding test listed in Table 1. For the test number 7, over the range of tip speeds tested there was an increase in the number of cut-on spinning modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th># Of Modes</th>
<th>Spinning Mode(s)</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Dir.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1(^{(26)})</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(6,0)</td>
<td>2BPF</td>
<td>Ex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(^{(18)})</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(2,0)</td>
<td>1BPF</td>
<td>In.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(^{(20)})</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(4,0), (4,1)</td>
<td>2BPF</td>
<td>In.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(^{(19)})</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(4,0), (4,1)</td>
<td>2BPF</td>
<td>In.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5(^{(21)})</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(1,0), (1,1), (1,2)</td>
<td>2BPF</td>
<td>In. + Ex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6(^{(25)})</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(4,0), (4,1)</td>
<td>2BPF</td>
<td>In. + Ex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7(^{a}(23))</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(2,0), (2,2)</td>
<td>2BPF</td>
<td>In./Ex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7(^{b}(22))</td>
<td>Same as 7(^{a}) but with different control algorithm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates the Ref. source for the test.

Table 1 — Summary of Active Noise Control Tests

\(^{26}\) There were other AST-sponsored active noise control tests that were carried out on scale model engines or other rigs. See, for example, Refs. 27, 28 and 29.

\(^{22}\) Detailed results from most of these tests were presented at a recent meeting on active noise control [30].
Figure 13. Reduction of fan duct mode power level due to active noise control over a typical range of fan speeds tested in the ANCF rig. (Results plotted from the data in Ref. 20).

modes from two to three and then to four in the inlet, and from two to three in the exhaust. Therefore, the reductions for each set of propagating modes are plotted separately.

The results as plotted in Fig. 14, indicate that there are significant noise reduction benefits from the use of active noise control, but that the magnitude of the noise benefits tends to diminish with increasing number of simultaneously controlled modes. While a detailed investigation of the reasons underlying this trend is outside of the scope of this review, one possible explanation may be as follows. Due to the nature of the rotor-stator generated modes, multiple duct modes always have a unique phase relationship with each other that depends on the axial location in the duct. Therefore, the level of control will be dependent on the accuracy with which the sensor array(s) can measure this phase relationship, and the accuracy with which actuator array(s) can synthesize it. Small errors in measurement and/or synthesis can therefore produce a canceling field that does not exactly match the target field resulting in less noise control (reduction). Since the complexity of the mode phase relationship increases with the number of modes, the control may be less effective when many modes exist compared with the situation when only one or two mode(s) exist.

Nevertheless, the important point to remember is that these tests clearly demonstrate the potential of active noise control as a means of reducing fan tone noise, particularly in circumstances when there are only one or two dominant modes to be controlled. A more general assessment regarding the utility of the active noise control techniques is not possible at this time since, to date, only one system analysis study** has been carried out that incorporates the results from these tests.

Fan Wake Management

A novel approach for reducing fan tone noise involves the use of mass injection (or “blowing”) at the blade trailing edge to reduce fan wake deficit. In principle, this should render the flow impinging on the downstream stator more uniform leading to lower levels of unsteady loading on the vanes and, hence, less rotor-stator interaction tone noise. Early experiments on flat plates [31] and 2D cascades [32] had established the feasibility of this approach, but issues remained in applying the method to realistic fan geometries. These issues were first tackled in a research effort carried out at MIT in the late 90’s [33, 34]. Building on a series of numerical and experimental investigations, a method was developed for designing a fan to study flow (and

** That system study (see Ref. 22) predicted minimal benefits from the use of active noise control. However, this conclusion is colored by the particular choice made for the aircraft/engine combination used in the system study, which had de-emphasized the impact of tone noise reduction on the system flyover noise. An aircraft/engine combination for which tones are a more significant spectral component is likely to show more benefits from the application of active noise control.
by implication) noise control in a realistic setting. The result was the fan shown in Fig. 15 whose blades each have a labyrinth of internal passages that start at the blade root, where they receive the flow supplied through the shaft, and terminate at a series of trailing edge ports, where the supplied fluid is discharged into the fan wake flow. Provisions were made to allow for spanwise tailoring of the injection profile.

![Figure 15](image1.png)

**Figure 15.** Close-up view of the MIT blown rotor (left) and a detailed view of the blade internal passages. (Reproduced from Ref. 34).

Combinations of several injection rates and profiles were tested using this fan. In each case, the flow downstream of the fan and the duct wall unsteady pressure levels were measured. A typical flow result is shown in Fig. 16. The trailing edge blowing has "filled in" the original wake (solid line) to produce a more uniform mean flow profile (dashed line). On a harmonic basis (see the inset), the trailing edge blowing has reduced the wake harmonic amplitudes by more than a factor of two for the first four harmonics.

A summary of the unsteady pressure results is shown in Fig. 17. Harmonic sound pressure levels (SPL), measured on the outer duct wall in the inlet and exhaust, are plotted for different injection rates. Depending on the rate of injection and the particular harmonic considered, wall SPL reductions as much as 9 dB were realized. However, sizeable increases (by as much as 6 dB) were also observed in some cases. While these results clearly indicate the influence of wake management on the unsteady pressure field inside the duct, general conclusions regarding the noise benefits cannot be drawn. The reason is two fold. First, since the MIT facility is non-anechoic, the wall unsteady pressure measurements can only be considered as rough estimates of the associated noise levels. Second, even in an anechoic environment, localized wall pressure measurements are not reliable indicators of the noise power levels in the duct. Nonetheless, the observed reductions in the amplitudes of the wake harmonics do indicate the potential for

![Figure 16](image2.png)

**Figure 16.** Typical mean relative flow profiles with and without fan trailing edge blowing. The measurements location is at 50% span and 1.5 chords downstream of the fan. Inset: Change in harmonic content of the wake due to trailing edge blowing. (Profiles reconstructed from Ref. 34 data).

![Figure 17](image3.png)

**Figure 17.** Measured wall tone sound pressure levels in the inlet and exhaust as a function of injection rates. The no-injection case is the baseline. In-phase and out-of-phase pressure results are plotted separately. (Based on data from Ref. 34).

Injection rate is defined as the percent of the fan through flow. The injection profile refers to the spanwise distribution of the discharge flow. Tip-biased and midspan-biased profiles were considered in the MIT experiment.
genuine noise power level reductions. Naturally, more work needs to be done to establish the full potential of the wake management technique for reducing rotor-stator interaction tone noise.

Scarfed Inlet

An old concept that was revisited during the AST noise reduction program is the use of a "scarfed" inlet. In theory, the asymmetric shape of a scarfed inlet lip with the lower portion protruding further forward than the upper portion (see Fig. 18), should shield the observer on the ground from the inlet noise by redirecting the noise upward. A number of studies in the early 80's had established the potential benefits of scarfing, but had also indicated a possible problem. With a scarfed inlet, the asymmetry can introduce distortions in the flow ingested by the fan that can lead to extraneous noise that could potentially offset the shielding benefits of the scarfed inlet. However, recent advances in inlet and treatment design rekindled the interest in the concept. As a result a full-scale engine test on a Pratt and Whitney PW4098 engine was planned in the late 90's which incorporated an advance low-noise scarfed inlet designed and built by Boeing [35]. The test was completed in 1999, but inlet aerodynamic and acoustic performance data has not yet been fully analyzed. Therefore, an assessment of the benefits of a scarfed inlet cannot be made at this time, although the preliminary results appear promising.

As for continuing and future work, there is a follow on NASA test planned for this year that is aimed at a careful quantification of the noise benefits from the trailing edge blowing. There has also been some additional testing of the outlet guide vane sweep and lean concept for fan stages with higher tip speeds than the original NASA/Allison fan. These more recent results should help provide a more general assessment of the acoustic benefits of sweep and lean. There has also been some theoretical work (not yet validated) involving optimized multi-segment fan aft duct liners that offer significant additional noise benefits over comparable single-segment liners.

Given the continuing emphasis on aircraft noise reduction, as indicated by NASA goals to provide technology to reduce noise by 10 dB by the year 2007 and 20 dB by the year 2022, fan noise reduction is likely to remain in the forefront of future engine noise research.
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